Introduction
TE (Tissue Engineering) aims to apply the principles of engineering and life sciences toward the manufacturing of bio-substitutes to restore, maintain, enhance or replace failing human tissues or organs [1] [2] [3] . Since the first report of this research field over 30 years ago [4] , dramatic advances and developments have been made. However, it is still a challenge task to manufacture fully functional tissues [1, 5, 6] . This is mainly due to several translational challenges. First of all, the mechanistic understanding of the relationships among molecules, cells, tissues and organs as a whole during tissue regeneration is somewhat limited [3, 7] , even though the recognition and incorporation of these relationships and the underpinning biological processes is an inherent characteristic of TE [3, 6] . Secondly, there is no gold standard or generic procedure for tissue culture as a great amount of research efforts have been pursued to develop diverse 3D (three-dimensional) scaffolds, media and tissue culturing protocols [5, 7] . Thirdly, significant scale-up challenges still exist in TE [6] , and new scale-up strategies based on thorough investigation of the infiltrated cells within the heterogeneous and anisotropic 3D scaffolds are urgently needed.
Insufficient understanding of tissue formation is the core of these translational challenges in TE. However, thorough investigation of the aforementioned relationships during tissue regeneration based on current cell and tissue culture technologies is still problematic. Notwithstanding its obvious advantages such as highly reproducible and cost-effective, the time-honored 2D (two-dimensional) cell culture is usually considered as a poor proxy of cells in vivo. This is because the 2D culture conditions are far removed from the complexities cells encounter in real-life tissues [8] [9] [10] . In vitro 3D tissue models thus have been developed to enhance the physiological relevance of experiments in vitro as they can provide D DAVID PUBLISHING more suitable 3D microenvironments for cell growth, differentiation and function [8] [9] [10] [11] . However, the introduction of these in vitro models are a trade-off between the value of obtaining physiologically relevant data against their through-put as they are usually more labour intensive [11] . Furthermore, it is problematic to utilise tissue models for thorough investigation of the aforementioned complex relationships during tissue regeneration, as it is difficult to distinguish the regulatory functions of each individual architectural features at nano-and micro-scales, as well as other biochemical and biomechanical properties in the 3D culture environments [12] [13] [14] [15] . To bridge the gap between the 2D and 3D culture technologies, we have recently developed a 3D CCIS (3D cell culture and imaging system) [15] . In this scale-down design, cells are cultivated on thin modular substrates with finely controlled open pores, and monitored non-invasively at single cell level using optical microscopes, thus it can be utilised as a high through-put platform to yield mechanistic insights of cell-cell and cell-scaffold interactions. As the 3D CCIS has a complete control of the structural features on the substrates as well as the biochemical and biomechanical properties within the 3D culture environments; their cellular regulatory functions can be distinguished and investigated separately.
This research aimed to combine current 2D&3D culture technologies with the 3D CCIS in-between for the mechanistic understanding of HDFs (human dermal fibroblasts) and immortalised HaCat cells (human keratinocytes ) in a porous cellulosic scaffold. It was demonstrated that the integration of multiple culture technologies is an effective and efficient approach to obtain mechanistic insights of tissue formation, which can be utilised to inform the manufacture of fully functional tissues.
Materials and Methods

Cell Culture
Neonatal foreskin HDFs (Intercytex, Manchester UK) and immortalised human keratinocytes (HaCaT cells, Addexbio, San Diego USA) were cultured in DMEM (Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium, Lonza, Slough, UK) containing 4.5 g/L glucose and supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS (foetal bovine serum, Fisher Scientific, Loughborough, UK), 2 mM L-glutamine (Sigma, Dorset, UK), 100 IU/mL penicillin and 100 μg/mL streptomycin (Sigma, Dorset, UK), in cell culture T-flasks at 37 o C in 5% CO 2 humidified atmosphere. Media in the flasks were changed twice a week and the cells were continually passaged prior to experimentation at 80-90% confluence using trypsin/EDTA (0.02% (W/v) solution).
Scaffolds and Modular Substrates for Cell Culture
Due to its potential for medical applications, cellulose has been used for the fabrication of diverse porous scaffolds [16] [17] [18] . Therefore, a commercially available cellulosic scaffold (Azowipes®: non-woven viscose rayon bonded with a styrene buta-diene copolymer, Vernon-Carus Ltd., UK) was utilised in this study. The fibres of this scaffold were 20-50 µm in diameter, and the open pores were 50-300 µm in diameter. The thickness of each scaffold layer was 0.1-0.2 mm and single layers were used for tissue culture. All the cellulosic scaffolds were thoroughly washed in PBS (Phosphate-buffered saline) and DMEM medium to remove all proprietary alcohol-based solvents in which they were soaked prior to cultivation of cells as previously described [19, 20] , but variations were made in this study. Briefly, stainless steel ring (Outside diameter: 3.2 cm; Inside diameter: 2.6 cm) was placed on top of a single layer of cellulosic scaffold in 6-well plate, and 2.0 mL of cell culture medium was added into each well to submerge the scaffold. Different numbers of cells were then seeded inside the steel rings (Inside ring area: 5.31 cm 2 ) to yield varying cell seeding densities.
The cell scaffold composites were incubated in a tissue culture incubator at 37 o C and 5% CO 2 for 40 minutes to 18 hours, and then transferred into new wells of other 6-well plates with fresh media; which were replenished every three days. The cells that had filtrated through the porous scaffold and attached onto the original well surfaces were either disregarded or analysed via fluorescent microscopy for comparison purposes. Commercial TEM (transmission electron microscopy) nickel specimen supporters (Diameter: 3.05 mm, thickness: 10-30 µm, strut bar width: 40-80 µm, Agar Scientific, Stansted, UK) with finely controlled square meshes of different sizes (125, 200, 280 and 420 µm) were utilized as the modular substrates in the 3D CCIS. After washed thoroughly using distilled water, dried and autoclaved, the thin modular substrates were then suspended in the 3D CCISs for cell culture as previously described [15] .
Phase Contrast, Fluorescent and Scanning Electron Microscopy
The cells cultured on the surfaces of TCPs (tissue culture plates), cellulosic scaffolds, and suspended modular porous substrates were monitored and analysed noninvasively using an inverted Phase-Contrast Microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ti) during culture. The cells were also processed for SEM (scanning electron microscopy), or labelled with Cell Tracker TM Red (CellTracker™ CM-DiI Dye) or Green (CellTracker™ Green CMFDA Dye) for live cell fluorescent microscopy as previously described [15] . To examine cell nuclei, the cells were fixed in IC (Intracellular) Fixation Buffer (Fisher Scientific) for 10 minutes, washed gently using PBS (×3), stained with 7-AAD (7-Aminoactinomycin D, sigma) for 45 minutes, further washed using PBS (×3) and then imaged at λ ex = 546 nm, λ em = 647 nm (for TRITC/cell nuclei visualisation).
Statistics
Student's unpaired t-test was used to compare the seeded or cultivated cells in TCPs, cellulosic scaffolds, modular substrates or other culture conditions (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001). As more cells gradually accumulated within the colonies, they became even more proliferative and divided rapidly, and 90-100% confluences were obtained after 16 days' culture. Further culture experiments using lower cell seeding density (< 100 cells/cm 2 (Fig. 1DIII) . When co-cultured in 2D, the less migratory HaCaT cells aggregated to form colonies of varying sizes, which were surrounded by more motile individual HDFs (Figs. 1(AIII-CIII) ). As the cultivation progressed, the surrounding HDFs would actively migrate away and gradually die out to accommodate the expanding HaCaT colonies, which eventually became the prominent cells. The initial HDF density had inverse influences on both the times for the cells to reach the highest confluences and the times for the cells to die out (Fig. 2C) ; while the initial HaCat density demonstrated nearly linear impact on the times for the cells to reach full confluences as plotted in Fig.  2D .
Results and Analysis
Mono-and
Mono-and Co-culture of HDFs and HaCat Cells in the Ccellulosic Scaffolds
Preliminary experiments indicated that only a very small proportion of the seeded cells were able to attach onto the porous scaffolds as the majority of the cells filtrated through the scaffolds and eventually attached onto the tissue culture surfaces underneath. Therefore, the initial cell seeding densities within a very broad range (2 × 10 2 , 2 × 10 3 , 2 × 10 4 , 2 × 10 5 , 2 × 10 6 cells per cm 2 of the cellulosic scaffold for monocultures, and the same cell densities with 1:1 ratio of both cell types for co-cultures) were tested on this natural scaffold. The cells attached onto the scaffolds were continuously cultivated and carefully examined using different microscopic technologies. In monocultures some individual HDFs were observed to attach to the cellulosic fibres (Figs. 3(AI-BI)) or bridge the open pores (Fig. 3CI) Due to the presence of randomly oriented fibres and open pores with irregular shapes and varying sizes, it was extremely difficult to accurately quantify cell colonisation within the cellulosic scaffolds using PCM, fluorescent microscopy and SEM as demonstrated in Figs. 3(A-C) . Therefore, a fluorescent method was utilised to estimate the cell populations every 8 days for a period of 24 days. It was found that the initial cell density had nearly linear influences on the population of HDFs mono-cultured in the porous scaffolds, and the minimum seeding density to achieve detectable cell population (~30% confluence) within 24 days was 2 × 10 3 cells/cm 2 (Fig. 4A) . However, this linear relationship was not applicable for HaCat monocultures as illustrated in Fig. 4B . When large number of HaCat ) into the porous scaffolds, only 10-20% cell confluences were detected at day 8 and 16, then the cell populations declined dramatically at day 24; and almost no detectable cells were obtained if less number of cells were seeded initially. In co-cultures the total cell densities were estimated, but it was not possible to distinguish the population of each cell type due to the limitations of the approximate fluorescent method. It was found that the cell seeding density had linear influence on the total cell populations; and the minimum initial density to achieve ~30% confluence within 24 days was 2 × 10 4 cells/cm 2 ( Fig. 4C) , which was higher than that of HDF monocultures.
Mono-and Co-culture of HDFs and HaCat Cells in 3D CCIS
Aliquot of 200 µL HDF or HaCat suspension (1 × 10 5 cells/mL) for monocultures, or the same cell densities with 1:1 ratio of both cell types for co-cultures were seeded onto each of the thin modular substrates with varying pore sizes (125, 200, 280 and 420 µm), which were then divided into 2 groups. In the 1st group, the cells were stained with red cell tracker prior to seeding, incubated for 40 minutes for their full attachment onto the modular substrates, and then imaged using fluorescent microscopy as shown in Fig. 5A . The total cell numbers on each substrate were registered and plotted against the pore sizes (Fig. 4D) (Fig. 4E ). All these HaCat initial densities were only able to achieve low levels of cell populations (10-20%) even if they were cultivated for 5-8 days in a very proliferative 2D culture environment as shown in Fig. 2B . The numbers of the attached cells on per cm 2 of strut area of each modular substrate were also calculated (Fig.  4F) . Since the open pores were excluded from the calculation, the HaCat density on the substrate with the smallest pore size (125 µm) was 5,000 cells per cm 2 of strut area; while the densities on the other substrates (with the pore sizes of 200, 280 and 420 µm) were all still less than 3,000 cells per cm 2 of strut area (Fig. 4F) .
To further investigate the influences of the initial densities on cell colonisation, the cells in the 2nd group were continuously cultured and analysed using different microscopic technologies. Live PCM analysis of the mono-cultures indicated that the majority of HDFs usually worked together and coordinated to form complex bridge structures across the open pores (Figs. 3D(I-II) ), which were confirmed by fluorescent images (Figs. 3E(I-II) ). Apart from these coordinated behaviors, highly elongated individual HDFs were also observed to attach both ends onto the struts to bridge small corners or voids as illustrated by the SEM images (Figs. 3F(I-II) ). In comparison, HaCaT cells usually layered on top of each other to form aperture structures around the inner sides of the open pores, which then gradually expanded toward the central areas of the voids. Almost all the HaCat cells populated on the modular substrates were observed to form such colonies with aperture-shapes and very few behaved individually as illustrated in Figs. 3D (III-IV), Figs. 3E (III-IV) and Figs. 3F (III-IV) . Systematic cultivation experiments demonstrated that these HaCat apertures were only able to completely fill small voids (125 µm Apart from the coordinated behaviours in groups, highly elongated individual HDFs were also observed to attach both ends onto the substrate struts or HaCat apertures to bridge small corners or voids as illustrated in Figs. 3F(V-VI) .
To accurately quantify cell colonization on the modular substrates, phase contrast micrographs of the cells within the open pores were captured on daily basis, based on which the highest confluences were analysed using Image J and registered. As shown in Fig. 4G , it only took HDFs 1 day to completely colonise small pores (125 and 200 µm), and 2-3 days to colonise bigger pores (280 and 420 µm). In comparison, HaCaT cells were able to completely cover the smallest void (125 µm) within 1 day of culture, but only reached maximally 40% confluence in some of the slightly bigger pores (200 µm) within 6 days' culture, and failed to fill the pores of 280 and 420 µm in sizes as illustrated in Fig. 4H . In co-cultures, the voids of 125 and 200 µm in sizes were completely filled by the cells with in 1 and 2 days respectively. The cells managed to colonise the voids of 280 µm within 6 days, but failed to cover the voids of 420 µm (Fig. 4I) .
Two-Step Strategy to Culture HDFs and HaCaTs in the Cellulosic Scaffolds
Based on the cultivation experiments in 2D and 3D Fig. 6A . In order to investigate the influence of colonised HDFs on HaCat attachment, the fluorescent micrographs of HaCat cells on the cellulosic scaffolds and the corresponding TCP surfaces underneath were captured (Figs. 5(B-E) ) and analyzed using Image J. As shown in Fig. 5F , there were significantly more HaCat cells (55% confluence) attached onto the porous scaffolds cultivated with HDFs than that without HDFs (< 3%). As expected, a large number of HaCat cells filtrated through the porous scaffolds without the presence of HDFs and eventually attached onto the corresponding TCP surfaces underneath in comparison with the TCPs underneath the scaffolds cultivated with HDFs (Fig. 5F ). After cultured for 3 days, the cell-scaffold composites were fixed for fluorescent microscopy and SEM analysis. It was found that HaCaT cells successfully colonised the scaffolds pre-cultured with HDFs. Further morphology analysis demonstrated that HaCaT cells attached onto the pre-colonised scaffolds and almost no cell aggregation was detected (Fig. 6B) , which was confirmed by phase-contrast and high-quality SEM micrographs (Figs. 6(C-D) ).
Discussions
In this research, 2D and 3D culture technologies were combined with a scale-down study design in-between to obtain mechanistic insights of cells in a porous scaffold.
Intensive 2D cell cultures were first carried out to investigate the main characteristics of different cell types. HDFs were observed to behave individually and have no strict requirement on seeding density for proliferation. Human keratinocytes usually form separate colonies within the epidermis and its appendages [21, 22] , which has been explained as a genetically definable quantitative trait [23] . The keratinocyte colonies are subject to auto-regulation and can be recreated in 2D cell cultures [24, 25] . The immortalized HaCat cells still maintain the main characteristics of keratinocytes [26] [27] [28] [29] . The capability of HaCat cells to colonise and proliferate was heavily depended on initial seeding densities. It was also significantly enhanced when co-cultured with HDFs. This was probably caused by the reported dynamic interactions between these 2 cell types, which encompassed soluble factors, extracellular matrix and direct cell-cell contacts [30] [31] [32] [33] .
Culture This research demonstrated that even though it is a poor proxy, the time-honoured 2D cell culture is still a convenient and valuable technology for the understanding of the basic cell properties such as HaCat colony formation, which can be utilised for the design and understanding of 3D tissue cultures using either natural scaffolds or modular substrates. Tissue culture using real scaffold(s) is a good method to identify various factors such as open pore size, cell type, cell-cell interaction and initial cell density that influence cell colonization, but it is difficult to accurately investigate the action mechanisms of these variables. Based on the main cell characteristics observed through 2D cell cultures and the factors identified via 3D tissue cultures, specific experiments could be designed and performed on the 3D CCIS to not only accurately analyse cell-substrate and cell-cell interactions at single-cell level, but also design and evaluate new cell seeding and culturing methodologies for tissue cultures on complex scaffold(s). Therefore, all these 3 technologies can be closely integrated as an effective approach to obtain the mechanistic insights of tissue formation, and to inform the manufacturing of fully functional tissues for clinical and diagnostic purposes.
